EVANGELINA  (Polka Mexicana)

Record:  Evangelina;  PEERLESS 45-5811A
Formation:  Circle of couples, facing LOD, man in center, inside hands joined.
Steps described for M.  W do opposite unless otherwise indicated

Step 1.  In LOD do 32 counts of face to face, back to back.

Step 2.  BRUSH, BRUSH, BRUSH, TAP, RUN FOUR TO CENTER AND OUT.

Beat:
1  Hop on R ft, brush L between you and partner
2  Hop on R, brush L fwd
3  Hop on R, brush L bwd Next to L
4  Hop on R, tap L toe behind R heel
   Do four slides to center of circle and jump onto both feet.  Face out.  Repeat all of above for total of 4 times.

Step 3.  Polka Twice Turn Girl.
   Two regular polka steps turning CW.  Girl turns under M's L arm as he follows with two polka steps.
   Repeat all above three times.

Step 4.  CHEEK TO CHEEK
   M and W standing cheek to cheek.  Do forward, back and turn 4 steps.  Repeat three times and End in butterfly position, M's back to COH.

Step 5  BUTTERFLY OUT, IN, OUT, IN.
   In butterfly position polka our four steps, pooka in four steps.  Repeat for total of 4 times

Repeat entire dance from figure 2 and add step l.
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